The aim of this study is to help English-based technicians produce high-quality translated documents with the help of free software tools (such as machine translation+post-translation compilation technology, computer-aided translation technology, etc.). This paper discusses a method of iteratively rewriting technical documents to help technicians generate more accurate bilingual parallel documents. It also studies how to use control language rules to rewrite technical documents to eliminate ambiguity and sentence complexity in order to improve the translatability of documents. Finally, a method is proposed to help users choose the most suitable machine translation engine.
Introduction
With the development of economic globalization, there is a growing demand for translated documents within multinational corporations. Enterprise technicians require bilingual parallel documentation of product specifications or help documents (Lemair, 2016) . Although company technicians usually have a certain foundation in English, if they use some free translation software tools to translate, when the enterprise does not use the same terminology management for documents, there is no version control and revision records, or even lack of necessary revision, the quality of documents translated by technicians is often very poor. These inaccurate translated documents often have potential disastrous consequences. In order to save the cost of products, companies are often reluctant to pay the corresponding fees to entrust professional translators to do these tasks. They are also reluctant to train relevant technical translators to use memory translation software, such as SDL-Trados, Qmem, etc., although some software is free (OmegaT, SmartCAT, Poedit, MateCat, etc.). How to use the existing free software tools to help technicians produce high quality bilingual documents is an urgent problem for enterprises [1, 2] .
Controlling Language
Due to the arbitrariness of natural language (NL), ambiguity often occurs in communication. To solve this problem, language engineers have created controlled language (CL). Controlled language is defined as "artificially defined and belongs to a subset of natural language (usually English). Controlled language is restricted in terms of words, sentences and semantics." Compiling the source language according to CL rules before machine translation can make the source language text more suitable for MT system analysis and understanding. These features are often referred to as "Underwood, Jongejan 2001" or, more accurately, "Negative Translatability Index" (NTIs) (O'Brien 2005). Relevant studies have also confirmed that the use of CL rules can have a positive impact on MT output (Aikawa et al 2007; Bernth 1998; Mitamura and Nyberg 1995; Mitamura 1999). One of the objectives of this study is to summarize a set of language control rules, which can be used to retell or edit the source language sentences before translation, reduce ambiguity and improve the quality of machine translation [3, 4, 5] . The steps of designing controlled language rules are as follows: 1) Designing a set of controlled language rules suitable for enterprises to help technicians write technical documents with high translatability; the main rules of controlled language can be divided into four big blocks according to the constraints on language: lexical rule subclass, syntactic rule subclass rule, text rule subclass rule and pragmatic rule subclass rule.
2) Prepare a source language single sentence test set rewritten by controlled language rules; 3) Preparing a set of source language single sentence test sets that do not conform to the controlled language rules; 4) Two sets of sentences are processed by machine translation system (one set of controlled language rules and one set of no controlled language rules). Wilcoxon sign rank test is used to test the translation quality of the output target language, as shown in Table 1 . Ti: Texts not edited before translation according to controlled language rules are output as Ti through MT. Ti': Text edited before translation according to controlled language rules is output as Ti through MT.
The predicted results (p < 0.005) can overturn the zero hypothesis (in the correlation test, "there is no correlation between the two" is generally taken as the zero hypothesis, while in the independence test, "there is correlation between the two" is generally taken as the zero hypothesis). It illustrates the effectiveness of applying control language to regulate control. Applying this set of control language rules to the writing process of technical documents in enterprises can effectively improve the translatability of source language documents, eliminate or minimize ambiguity, and reduce the complexity of sentences. The source language text written according to this standard can make machine translation obtain more accurate translation results and reduce the workload of post-translation editing.
Selection of Machine Translation Engine
Because non-professional translators often need the help of machine translation engine (even using computer-aided translation software) in the process of translation. One of the objectives of this study is to design a multi-dimensional grading evaluation method (four grades in each aspect from three aspects of translation accuracy, readability and style consistency). The specific method is to extract a sample set from a certain field and apply different translation engines (e.g. Google Translation, Baidu Translation, Tao Translation, Jinshan Ciba, etc.) to translate, then compare the quality of the translation, to help users choose the most appropriate translation engine area to translate the text in a specific field. Users can determine the most appropriate translation engine according to the application areas of the characteristics. Mainstream translation engines include Google Translation, Baidu Translation, Microsoft Translation, Tao Translation and Jinshan Ciba, etc. Each translation engine can coexist at the same time, which shows that each translation engine has its own merits and needs its own value. Because the corpus and machine translation algorithms used by various translation engines are different, they inevitably show various characteristics for different fields of text. One of the objectives of this study is to identify the application areas of various translation engines (multi-dimensional grading evaluation of 110 representative samples of first-level disciplines), which has great practical application value for users. In order to control the objective accuracy of the evaluation, a classification and grading translation quality evaluation system is developed, as shown in Table 2 . The information is identical. A1 3
Basic Information Retention 2 a small amount of information is retained 0
The information is completely lost and cannot be executed if it is an operation instruction. The language is inappropriate and inconsistent with language habits.
Translation quality evaluation score = fidelity * A1 + fluency * A2 + style consistent * A3 (default A1 = 0.5, A2 = 0.3, A3 = 0.2, according to the specific text type and theme, adjust the weight of parameters).The specific method is that each company chooses several long texts in one or several fields according to the subject areas involved in the technical documents, and randomly extracts several natural segments of the text (about 50 sentences). Several machine translation engines are used to translate these sentences, and the translation of machine translation is evaluated according to the classification and classification quality estimation method. Compare them according to Table 3 . Comparing the total translation scores of all samples, the translation engine with the highest score is the one most suitable for this field.
Iterative Rewriting of Text Using Software Tools and Corpus Databases
In order to help technicians with a certain English foundation to produce high-quality bilingual parallel texts, it is necessary to train technicians to make full use of free software tools available, including machine translation engine, adverb alignment device, company-specific terminology and corpus, computer-aided translation software, source language document alignment software and target language document alignment software. By using these tools and following certain working steps, technicians can produce high-quality parallel bilingual texts in the following order: Writing source language documents in accordance with the rules of controlled language; machine translation; generating target documents; checking; using repetition and controlled language rewriting; retranslating into source language documents; rewriting by technicians; machine translation; generating target documents; checking... This cycle lasts until the translation meets the translation criteria. Throughout the iterative rewriting process, technical document writers alternately generate source language documents and corresponding target language documents in an iterative manner. The specific iterative process is shown in Fig. 1 below. Figure 1 . Iterative Rewriting to Generate the Target Document.
As shown in the Fig. 1 , the first step is to use the rule constraints of the controlled language to write source language documents, and the second step is to use machine translation engine and computer-aided translation software to translate to produce parallel target language documents. This paper gives a detailed method for selecting machine translation engine. There are two aspects to check the target language documents produced by machine translation: 1) language spelling and grammar errors (with the help of spelling checker and grammar checker), people with a certain English foundation can understand the modification prompt, choose to accept or reject the modification prompt; 2) choose a suitable alignment tool, such as ABBYY Aligner, Giza++ or Anymalign (Lardill). Eux, 2010) combined with terminology library, it can align source language documents and target language documents, and detect whether there are errors in translation, omissions in translation or inaccurate and inconsistent terminology. Then machine translation engine is used to translate back source language documents. Document writers check whether the new documents are inappropriate. If there are inappropriate places, they continue to rewrite them. Then machine translation engine and computer-aided translation software are used to generate parallel target language documents. In this way, they iterate continuously until satisfactory results are obtained. The resulting parallel bilingual texts are stored in the company's translation memory database. These software tools, terminology libraries and the company's special corpus (constantly updated translation memory database) are stored on the company's servers so that technicians can use them at any time. In this way, high quality parallel bilingual documents can be obtained for science and technology writers with general English proficiency [6, 7] .
Summary and Prospect
In the process of product globalization, enterprises must generate a large number of parallel bilingual (or multilingual) documents. There are two unavoidable problems if all document translation services are outsourced to professional translation companies. The first question is about direct cost, which is a huge investment for enterprises. It increases the cost of products and reduces the competitiveness of enterprises' products. The second is the timeliness problem. Professional translation companies are not necessarily familiar with the specific terminology of enterprises. It takes some time to understand the industry characteristics and professional terminology, which also increases the indirect time cost of enterprise operation. The purpose of this study is to help professional technicians with certain English proficiency in enterprises, establish their own translation database and corpus, use various software tools to write source language texts that conform to the rules of controlled languages, select the translation engine correctly, translate the target language documents backward, remove ambiguities, and rewrite iteratively. It enables professional and technical personnel to write parallel bilingual documents that meet the quality standards. The future research direction is to integrate the use of these software tools to form a powerful bilingual Science and technology writing tool, which can be installed on the company's servers, so that users can use these tools more easily and produce all kinds of parallel bilingual documents needed by enterprises more efficiently.
